Faculty members in the Department of Psychology reflect the diversity of the field of psychology in their expertise, scholarship, and service. Our faculty members serve in different roles at different levels of the Department’s operation. Our unit works hard to develop a shared departmental vision and common mission. Our approach to faculty evaluation identifies and honors the work conducted by the faculty with diverse responsibilities, and we especially value faculty who collaborate, cooperate, and contribute to our shared mission. The procedures described in this document are consistent with the policies and procedures mandated in the JMU Faculty Handbook.

OVERVIEW FOR ANNUAL EVALUATIONS

Faculty members will compile relevant information about their activities in the areas of teaching, scholarly achievement and professional qualifications, and professional service on an annual basis in the Faculty Annual Summary (FAS). The Personnel Advisory Committee (PAC) and the Department Head will evaluate the faculty member based on the FAS and other relevant information to assign a performance rating in each area and an overall rating based on the criteria described in this document. The PAC’s role in this process is advisory and the Department Head will make the final decisions regarding annual evaluation ratings. For purposes of annual evaluations, faculty will receive a designation in teaching, scholarly achievement and professional qualifications, and professional service and an overall rating that reflects one of three levels of performance. Plus and minus ratings in these categories will not be used.

EVALUATION RATINGS FOR ANNUAL EVALUATIONS

Satisfactory Performance
This designation reflects competence in professional responsibilities. The faculty member is performing in accordance with the high standards of the Department of Psychology.

Excellent Performance
This designation signifies that the faculty member meets the criteria at the satisfactory level, but also demonstrates a higher level of performance that stands out among competent faculty. Performance at this high level conforms with the excellent levels required for promotion according to the faculty handbook. This category requires documentation from the faculty member that demonstrates performance at the excellent level.

Unsatisfactory Performance
This designation signifies that the faculty member has not performed at a level that is in keeping with the high standards of the Department of Psychology. Although this judgment is rarely designated, its occurrence should be interpreted by faculty as substantive concern for success in the faculty role. Designations in this category may jeopardize tenure or promotion and may initiate post-tenure review processes. The procedures for post-tenure review are described in the JMU Faculty Handbook.

An overall designation will be made of faculty performance for the purpose of determining salary increments based on merit. The overall evaluation will take into consideration the evaluations in each area, but will not be simply the sum of evaluations in the three areas. All performance designations will be made in a qualitative, holistic manner, taking into account such factors as level of involvement, amount of time committed, and the value of contributions. The PAC or the Department Head may request additional information or evidence to assist them in making fair judgments.
PROCEDURES FOR ANNUAL EVALUATIONS

Annual Review

1. Prior to the beginning of each academic year, the faculty member and the Department Head shall determine the relative weights of the three performance areas of teaching, scholarly achievement and professional qualifications, and professional service. (See JMU Faculty Handbook, III.E.4.a. Faculty Anticipated Activity Plan.). It is assumed that PAC members will weight the three performance areas equally when determining the overall evaluation. If the faculty member wants to change the weights for each performance area used to determine the faculty member’s overall evaluation, he/she will discuss a differential weighting with the Department Head during the annual evaluation meeting. If the Department Head gives approval to move forward with a proposal, at the beginning of the academic year the faculty member will submit a proposal to the Department Head and PAC outlining the differential weighting, the anticipated activities in the area that would warrant greater weighting, and an evaluation plan that could be used for the annual evaluation. If the Department Head approves the proposal, the Department Head will sign off on the proposal and inform the PAC of this arrangement. The faculty member will submit this approved plan with his/her FAS for the annual evaluation and note the differential weighting on the FAS.

2. Faculty members in the Department of Psychology will submit their FAS to the Department Head by the date specified by the PAC each year and not later than June 1. This summary will cover the faculty member’s activities and accomplishments in the teaching and professional service areas during the previous 12 months (i.e., summer, fall, and spring semesters) and in the scholarly achievement and professional qualifications area for the previous 36 months. The Department Head and PAC will conduct independent reviews of the FAS during the summer. The PAC will review all performance areas for all full-time faculty members in the department, including other members of the PAC. An exception to this process is the procedure for the Assistant Department Heads. In this case, in the area of professional service, the PAC will not review or evaluate service related to their duties as assistant department heads but the PAC will review all other service activities for these individuals. The Department Head will be responsible for evaluating the professional service activities of assistant department heads related to their duties in this position.

3. The PAC will rate each performance area and the overall performance of each faculty using the evaluation rating categories of excellent, satisfactory, or unsatisfactory. The Department Head will assign his or her independent ratings for each faculty member. The PAC and Department Head will discuss their ratings with one another. The Department Head will make the final decision regarding the ratings for each area and the overall evaluation and forward this information to the PAC.

Annual Evaluation Letter and Conference

4. The Department Head will write a preliminary evaluation letter and give the letter to the faculty member at least one day prior to the faculty member’s annual evaluation conference as stipulated in the JMU Faculty Handbook, III.E.4.c. Preliminary Evaluation. The Department Head and faculty member will meet to discuss the faculty member’s accomplishments during the previous year, the annual evaluation ratings, and the faculty member’s goals for the next year as stipulated in the JMU Faculty Handbook, III.E.4.d. Conference. Within seven days of the evaluation conference the Department Head will write the final evaluation letter and give it to the faculty member. The conference must be scheduled so that the final letter can be delivered to the faculty member by October 1, as stipulated in the JMU Faculty Handbook, III.E.4.f. Deadline.

5. If the faculty member concurs with the Department Head’s annual evaluation ratings, the faculty member will sign the final evaluation letter and return it to the Department Head within seven days of receipt of the final letter. No further action is required by the faculty member. The Department Head will forward the final evaluation letter with the faculty member’s signature to the Dean of the College of Integrated Science and Technology by October 28, as stipulated in the JMU Faculty Handbook, III.E.4.i. Final Evaluation.

6. If the faculty member does not concur with the Department Head’s annual evaluation ratings, but does not wish to appeal the ratings, the faculty member will return the letter unsigned. The Department Head will forward the final evaluation letter without the faculty member’s signature to the Dean of the College of Integrated Science and Technology by October 28.

Appeals Procedures

7. If the faculty member does not concur with the Department Head’s annual evaluation rating, the faculty member has a maximum of seven days following receipt of the official written evaluation to appeal in writing. The entire appeal process
The time periods noted in this process are highly recommended but changes in these time periods can be negotiated among the parties involved to accommodate other commitments.
Department of Psychology Protocol for Promotion and Tenure

The Department of Psychology’s procedures regarding promotion and tenure are based on the procedures described in the JMU Faculty Handbook 2004.

EVALUATION RATINGS FOR PROMOTION AND TENURE

PROMOTION

The promotion standards used are taken from the JMU Faculty Handbook, III.E.6.a. Standards. The Faculty Handbook states that “the faculty member shall be evaluated as excellent, satisfactory or unsatisfactory.”

The following are the standards for promotion in the JMU Faculty Handbook:

- **Assistant Professor**
  “At least satisfactory ratings in all areas are required for promotion to assistant professor.”

- **Associate Professor**
  “An excellent rating in one area and satisfactory ratings in the other areas are required for promotion to associate professor.”

- **Professor**
  “Excellent ratings in two areas and a satisfactory rating in the other are required for promotion to professor.”

TENURE

The JMU Faculty Handbook III.E.7.e. Standards states that award of tenure is based on:

“…the qualifications, performance and conduct of individual faculty members and the long-term needs, objectives and missions of the academic unit, college and university. To be awarded tenure, the faculty member must meet performance and conduct standards required for promotion to associate professor and should enhance the academic environment of the academic unit and the university.”

“Length of service is not a sufficient basis for recommendation for tenure. Tenure may be denied on any legitimate grounds including the lack of need for a faculty member in the particular academic unit or academic specialization, program reduction or elimination, financial exigency, or conduct. Problems with a faculty member’s conduct may disqualify a candidate for tenure. Teaching, scholarly achievement and professional qualifications, and professional service shall be used in evaluating the performance of a candidate for tenure. A faculty member’s pattern of prior annual evaluations should be carefully considered in the analysis of an application for tenure, but each administrator and committee should use judgment and discretion in making recommendations on tenure.”

PROCEDURES FOR PROMOTION AND TENURE EVALUATION REVIEW

The Promotion and Tenure Dossier

A faculty member who applies for promotion or tenure completes a Professional Dossier according to the current CISAT guidelines posted at [http://www.jmu.edu/cisat/faculty_staff.html](http://www.jmu.edu/cisat/faculty_staff.html). The dossier should also conform to the additional documentation requirements and suggestions posted on Blackboard for faculty in the Department of Psychology.

In both promotion and tenure decisions, the PAC and the school director will consider the quality of performance in teaching, scholarly achievement and professional qualifications, and professional service over the previous five years or since the last promotion.

DECISION PROCESS FOR PROMOTION AND TENURE REVIEW

The university procedures for promotion and tenure reviews are described in the JMU Faculty Handbook in sections III.E.6. and III.E.7.
Criteria Used by the Department of Psychology for Annual Evaluation, Promotion, and Tenure

Below are the criteria that the Department Head and the Department of Psychology Personal Advisory Committee (PAC) will use to evaluate the performance of faculty members in the areas of teaching, scholarly achievement and professional qualifications, and professional service for the purpose of annual evaluations and tenure and promotion decisions. Recognizing that there are unique features to the activities of each faculty member, both the PAC and the Department Head will use professional judgment in evaluating the merits of each application. The applicants must assume responsibility for providing the necessary documentation regarding these criteria. This information should be submitted with the Faculty Annual Review Summary (for annual evaluations) or with the professional dossier (for promotion and tenure evaluations). Performance will be considered unsatisfactory if it does not meet the criteria for either satisfactory or excellent in any area.

TEACHING (Approved by the Department and Dean Sharon Lovell, 5-8-11)

As the Department Head and PAC evaluate teaching performance, they will stay mindful of the fact that teaching responsibilities differ according to the nature of the faculty member’s assignment. As such, they will take into account the difficulty level of the course, the intrinsic appeal of the course, and other relevant factors.

Satisfactory Performance
To receive a rating of “Satisfactory Performance” in Teaching, faculty will show evidence in all of the following:

1. Fulfill the assigned teaching responsibilities.
   a. These can include course assignments, reassigned time for special projects or administration, or special contract arrangements.
   b. If independent study is part of the course load, faculty should show learning objectives and a description of how students met those objectives.

2. Provide evidence of satisfactory course evaluations on the department’s standard student evaluation instrument.
   a. Mean of required course evaluations during the evaluation period greater than 3.0 on a 5 point scale. (This is intended as a mean of average course ratings, which would be computed separately across individual items for each course. Thus, each course will be equally weighted). This criterion may be impacted by taking into account other information (e.g., course difficulty, grade distribution, complaints from individual students, etc.). Individual written comments from student evaluations of teaching also may be considered. These can either be provided directly by the faculty member or requested by the department head or the PAC (e.g., for any course receiving particularly a low average or high variability across ratings).
   b. All faculty members must obtain course evaluations in all classes taught during Fall and Spring semester except for the following courses: PSYC 290, PSYC 402, PSYC 499, PSYC 680, PSYC 698, PSYC 699, PSYC 700. Evaluations in these seven courses are optional. Course evaluations are required during Summer sessions, but inclusion of summer course evaluations in the Faculty Annual Summary is optional.
   c. Peer evaluations may be submitted in the event of problematic student evaluations.

3. Provide selected evidence of consistently satisfactory teaching, including
   a. A representative syllabus that states course objectives and reflects up to date information, inclusive of diversity when relevant
   b. Sample assignments that reflect appropriate design for course level and size and that promote intellectual ability development (e.g., writing, critical thinking) and high-quality student assessment.

4. Active involvement in curriculum development in department
   a. Participate in discussion of curriculum issues at department meetings
   b. Provide feedback on curriculum issues
   c. Participate in discussions with other faculty about shared courses

5. Advise undergraduate and / or graduate psychology major advisees.
   Note: Adherence will be assumed unless otherwise indicated (e.g., substantiated concerns brought to the department head or the PAC).

6. Adhere to other reasonable expectations about the teaching role, such as observing office hours, maintaining accessibility, effective communication, effective collaboration, appropriate treatment of individual students, etc.
   Note: Adherence will be assumed unless evidence suggests otherwise (e.g., substantiated concerns brought to the department head or the PAC).

Excellent Performance
To receive a rating of “Excellent Performance” in Teaching, faculty must meet the criteria described for the rating of “Satisfactory Performance”. In addition, there should be clear evidence of having met additional criteria. The following are all potential additional criteria that may lead to a rating of “Excellent Performance.” In most cases it will require additional criteria to receive a rating of excellent. In rare instances a person may have involvement in only one, but the involvement might be extensive.
1. **Provide selective, evaluative evidence of high quality teaching in the classroom.**
   Evidence might include:
   - Sustained excellence in a given course assignment over a minimum of 3 semesters of teaching
   - Peer evaluations
   - Mean of course evaluations during the evaluation period greater than or equal to 4 on a 5-point scale.

2. **Provide selective evidence of significant course development or otherwise developing innovations to further improve teaching effectiveness.**
   Evidence might include the following (accompanied by a rationale for change):
   - new and innovative assignments
   - implementation of new grading/teaching technique
   - substantial course revision
   - development of instructional technology

3. **Provide selective evidence of applying effective principles from the scholarship of teaching or evidence based strategies to course assignments or design.**

4. **Demonstrate active mentoring of students in independent directed reading, research projects and/or applied experiences.**
   Evidence might include:
   - Evidence that students learned/gained valuable training that will be useful in future research, graduate school, or community work experiences
   - Making high quality contributions to honors theses, master’s theses, specialist projects, or doctoral dissertations through chairing or actively interfacing with the committee and the student.
   - Acceptance for publication or conference presentation of a research project
   - Letters from students and/or other supervisors or other evidence regarding effective supervision

5. **Integrate issues of diversity/multiculturalism into coursework whenever possible as demonstrated by actively doing some of the following:**
   - Encouraging critical thinking in regard to the influence of culture on the content area
   - Including diversity content that is relevant to the area of study whether research or practice-based

6. **Provide selected evidence of high quality advising or advising students who are not your advisees.**

7. **Active role beyond that required for satisfactory in curriculum development at JMU and/or beyond JMU.**
   - Design and implement new course.
   - Work on new concentrations or new programs.

8. **Applied for and/or received grant funding to support teaching activities (cannot be listed as a research grant as well).**
   Grant can be submitted to the PAC for evidence that it was substantial work.

9. **Nominated for or received award for teaching.**

---

**SCHOLARLY ACHIEVEMENT AND PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS**

The Department of Psychology values an inclusive definition of scholarly achievement as outlined by the way scholarship is defined at JMU (see “Scholarly Activity at James Madison University: Seeking A Common Understanding – A Report from the Role of Research Subcommittee”). JMU endorses the recommendations of the Boyer commission, which supports a broad conceptualization of what should be recognized and rewarded as scholarly achievement in higher education.

One major component of scholarly achievement is the creation of scholarly products, works that are shared with and evaluated by other professionals (i.e., work that is peer-reviewed or invited). For our department, these typically involve presentations at professional meetings, journal articles, books, book chapters, book reviews, computer software, grant activities, consulting activities, or scholarly products shared through other media. A special class of scholarly products is scholarly publications, a document that expands the impact of the scholarly product by making the work continuously available to a wide audience (e.g., a journal article). Both the overall number of scholarly products and scholarly publications are considered in evaluations, and target numbers are provided below on how many products/publications need to be produced to be rated Satisfactory or Excellent in a given evaluation period. For annual evaluations, scholarly achievement in the past three prior years is considered. For promotion evaluations, scholarly achievement in the past five prior years is considered.

Our department heavily weighs the quality of scholarly work, not just quantity. Our department also appreciates that scholarship in different areas of psychology can require different levels of investment in order to produce a single scholarly product. Thus, the Department Head and PAC will be mindful that not all scholarly products can be equally weighted and that a single product may be counted as more than one product. For example, type of conference at which a presentation is given, selectivity of the publication in which the work appears, the impact that the work has on the profession, and the time and resources that were necessary to produce the scholarship are considered. In the narrative section of the Faculty Annual Review, faculty should describe their research activities in such a way that the Department Head and PAC can fairly evaluate the impact.
of their scholarly contributions, and any special circumstances applicable to their scholarly work during the evaluation period (e.g., special effort required). The Department Head and PAC may also ask that additional materials be submitted for review and/or submitted for evaluation by professionals more familiar with the specialty area of the work. It should also be noted that our department values both single-author and collaborative scholarship, especially collaborative work with students.

Satisfactory Performance
To receive a rating of “Satisfactory Performance” in Scholarly Achievement and Professional Qualifications, faculty will show evidence of all of the following:

1. Demonstrate involvement in scholarship and/or student research projects.
2. Produce a minimum number of scholarly products during the evaluation period.
   - Annual Evaluation: In most cases, at least three scholarly products during the three-year period.
   - Promotion/Tenure: In most cases, at least five scholarly products in a five year period, one of which must be a scholarly publication.
3. Engage in professional development related to one’s area of teaching or scholarship or other aspects of the faculty role. (These may include attending professional meetings, taking courses/workshops related to one’s area of research, teaching, or other aspect of the faculty role, or engaging in an organized program of reading).

Excellent Performance
For a rating of “Excellent Performance” in Scholarly Achievement and Professional Qualifications, the applicant meets all the standards for “Satisfactory Performance” and submits materials showing evidence of the production of scholarly products above and beyond the minimum numbers described above. Specifically,

1. Produce additional scholarly products during the evaluation period.
   - Annual Evaluation: In most cases, at least five products in the three-year period, one of which must be a scholarly publication.
   - Promotion/Tenure: In most cases, at least eight products in a five-year period, two of which must be scholarly publications.

In addition, faculty must show evidence of some of the following:

2. Make consistently high quality contributions to student research projects.
3. Make consistently high quality contributions to research of colleagues.
4. Develop/maintain a productive research team.
5. Engage in high quality research projects (e.g., Involvement in research projects with potential for significant impact on theory, practice, and/or teaching; Development of comprehensive research strategies to address a particular important research question; Well-managed pursuit of multiple research questions; Particularly innovative research strategies; or Research that fosters multidisciplinary approaches)
6. Apply for and/or receive grant funding to support scholarly activities.
7. Engage in systematic professional development that involves substantial retooling of skills.
8. Conduct effective faculty development sessions and/or provide other outstanding contributions to the development of other faculty members.
9. Provide effective consulting using your area of expertise in a scholarly product.
10. Receive a nomination or award for scholarly achievement.

PROFESSIONAL SERVICE
As the Department Head and PAC evaluate professional service performance, they will stay mindful of the fact that possibilities for faculty service are quite broad. Some faculty may concentrate their service in more narrowly defined areas while other faculty may render service broadly across many domains.

Satisfactory Performance
Faculty in the Department of Psychology will be expected to demonstrate departmental, college and university citizenship by being supportive of others, representing the organization well, and contributing to the common good. To receive a rating of “Satisfactory Performance” in Professional Service, faculty will show evidence of all of the following:

1. Attend department, college, and university meetings.
2. Attend some student-focused activities (e.g., graduation, Psi Chi meetings, Psychology Club meetings, other programs)
3. Actively participate as a member of at least one department committee as assigned.

Note: Participation and completion of assigned tasks will be assumed unless evidence suggests otherwise.
4. Actively participate in at least one additional department, College, or University committee.
5. Maintain membership in at least one professional organization.

Excellent Performance
To receive a rating of “Excellent Performance” in Professional Service, faculty must meet the criteria described for the rating of “Satisfactory Performance” and submit materials showing evidence of substantial activity or activities, such as:

1. Active participation in additional department, college, or university committees.
2. Serving as chair for a productive faculty committee.
3. Involvement in service that has substantial impact on the lives of faculty and/or students.
4. Taking an active role in curriculum development at JMU and/or beyond JMU.
5. Advising undergraduate and/or graduate students who are not psychology majors.
   This could include activities such as freshmen advising, pre-medicine advising, pre-optometry advising, participation in university advising activities such as the CHOICES program, advising a non-psychology related student organization or club.
6. Making contributions to the community external to JMU that make appropriate use of one’s expertise.
7. Providing effective service to professional organizations.
   These may include:
   - serving as an officer of a professional organization
   - reviewing books or manuscripts for publishers
   - serving on a committee or chairing a conference session
8. Making outstanding contributions to the development of other faculty.
9. Applying for or receiving grant funding to support service activities.
10. Being nominated for or receiving an award for professional service.